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 “We shape our buildings;thereafter they s ap ou bu d gs; a y
shape us”

Winston Churchill, 1943
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Definitions and ConceptsDefinitions and ConceptsDefinitions and ConceptsDefinitions and Concepts
• Perception is used interchangeably with 

cognition – only subtle difference between 
them.
P ti  di t  i  f • Perception – direct sensory experience of 
a stimulus whereas cognition involves 
environmental knowing that is influenced environmental knowing that is influenced 
by the life experience and socio-cultural 
background of a persong p

• Flexible and transitory unlike attitude 
which is more permanent.



• It is the central node in a network that 
consists of cognitive processes and 
environmental stimuli.
Diffi lt t  h   ti  b  th  • Difficult to have pure perception because the 
interval between presentation of stimulus and 
response results in decisions that may be response results in decisions that may be 
affected by memory and assumptions.

• This then projects to the act of decision 
making that influenced behavioural pattern.



 When we perceive we classify objects p y j
according to the ideas, impressions and 
beliefs that come to be associated with 
ththem.

 Direct interaction between language and  
perception because the former determines perception because the former determines 
the categories into which the stimuli may 
be put.be put.

 Semantic structure of a language has 
implications for analysis of cross cultural p y
differences in perception.



 the physiological relationships between p ys o og a a o s ps b
architecture and the human body in such

concepts as universal design and sensory 
experience. 

 the relationship between form and space 
d h  tiand human perception.



• A form of environmental knowing in which g
information is sorted and categorised.

• Response of senses to external stimulus.
A ti  d f l  f bt i i  • Active and purposeful process of obtaining 
information from the environment and 
includes cognition as a process of thinking g p g
involving learning and remembering, 
generalising, feeling and attitude 
formation  liking and disliking  (Lang formation, liking and disliking. (Lang 
1994)



M h f h t  i  h  l  f   Much of what we perceive has value for 
our biological survival and provide certain 
functions that are rooted in culture  (Tuan functions that are rooted in culture. (Tuan 
1974)

 Study of how someone relate to the Study of how someone relate to the 
environment and the way in which 
information is gathered and interpreted. 
(Ittleson 1974)



Process of Perception Process of Perception Process of Perception Process of Perception 
Real Environment

Information about 
the environment 
through senses

Sorting of information 
and grouping

Organise information
and compare with previouse

Perceived environment



Relationship With Human Relationship With Human BehaviourBehavioure at o s p t u ae at o s p t u a e a oue a ou

 Appraisive aspect of signification is also 
l d  h  ff i   f related to the affective component of 

perception.
When a sign provokes a feeling of  When a sign provokes a feeling of 
attraction or repulsion – behaviour is 
affected.affected.

 Behaviour is a latent manifestation of 
attitude towards the environment –
developed as a result of perception.



 Perceived environment affects Perceived environment affects 
behaviour as a means to response to 
that environment.

Sustainability

Perception
Sustainability
Of the Environment

Behaviour
Effects to the 
Physical Environment



S t i bilit  S t i bilit  i t t d t i t t d t Sustainability Sustainability –– integrated concept integrated concept 

Economy
(financial flows, employment, production process,

patterns of consumption)

M t l d d

Environment Society

Mutual dependency

Environment
Nature, ecological 
System, Biological 

metabolism

Society
Living, reproduction, 
the home, the family
(Perception & Behaviour)



Social SustainabilitySocial SustainabilitySocial SustainabilitySocial Sustainability

 There are basically four dimension :y
 Equity, inclusion, access and quality of 

life.
 Barton (2000) identifies four aspect of 

social sustainability which is equity, 
it  f t  h lth d h i  community safety, health and choice. 

 Equity, community and participation 
(Jacobs  1999  Yiftachel and Hedgcock  (Jacobs, 1999, Yiftachel and Hedgcock, 
1993). 



 Littig and Griessler (2005) identified three g a d G ss ( 005) d d
core dimensions of social sustainability 
: satisfaction of basic needs and the 
quality of life, social justice and social 
coherence. 

 Bramley et.al. (2009) suggested that 
social sustainability comprises of two social sustainability comprises of two 
main dimensions :

 social equity and sustainability of social equity and sustainability of 
community. 



 Social equity - aspects of urban form So a qu y asp s o u ba o
focussing on access to services and 
opportunities such as local services, public 
transport and affordable housing. 

 Sustainability of Community - broader 
t  th t i l d  i l i t ti  aspects that include social interaction, 

satisfaction with the home and 
neighbourhood  safety and participation neighbourhood, safety and participation 
(Bramley et. al., 2009).



• Need to understand how people perceive 
the environment and how they can 
actively participate in developing a quality  
environment (Barnska and Young, 1994)
St d  f i t l ti  t  • Study of environmental perception acts 
as information base for planners and 
designersdesigners.

• eg. What is the effects of Gated and 
Guarded housing Schemes to social and Guarded housing Schemes to social and 
cultural sustainability.



Examples of Research on Human Examples of Research on Human Examples of Research on Human Examples of Research on Human 
Perception of the Urban Perception of the Urban 
EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment

 Identity of Place (as perceived by its  Identity of Place (as perceived by its 
residents)

 Guidelines for Urban Intervention in 
Places of Historical and Cultural 
Significance(IRPA funded by MOSTI)

 Design Criteria for Socially Conducive  Design Criteria for Socially Conducive 
Campus Environment for Higher 
Educational Establishments



 Much is still not known about human u s s o o abou u a
perception in urban  context and its 
influence on sustainability through their 
behaviour.

 Current theories are based on western 
l ’  ti  f th i  i tpeople’s perception of their environment.

 Theories need to be tested on their 
relevance to each Contextrelevance to each Context.



 ‘Today we shape the environment and 
tomorrow the environment will shape us”       

(Winston Churchill)

 the psychological theories of behaviourism 
it is related to the environment 
s o nding an o ganismsurrounding an organism.



 Watson, Skinner and behaviorism –a so , S a d b a o s
Watson developed this school of thought, 
the premise of which is that :

 “scientific psychology should study 
only observable behavior and 
b d  th  t d  f i  abandon the study of consciousness 

entirely.  (Weiten, p. 6,7)
 The study of consciousness  since it is  The study of consciousness, since it is 

not observable, is more speculative and 
less scientific than the study of ss s a s udy o
observable behaviour.  



 “ . . .the time has come when psychology as o psy o ogy
must discard all reference to 
consciousness . . . Its sole task is the 
prediction and control of behaviour; and 
introspection can form no part of its 
method ”  (Watson  quoted in Koestler  method.   (Watson, quoted in Koestler, 
1967:19)



 behaviour is determined more by the b a ou s d d o by
environment and experience (nurture) 
than it is by genetic inheritance (nature).  
From that theoretical base behaviourists 
looked to relate overt behaviours 
(responses) to observable events in the (responses) to observable events in the 
environment (stimuli).  Using animals for 
such studies worked more effectively than such studies worked more effectively than 
using human subjects since their 
environments could be better controlled 
and therefore there would be fewer 
variables affecting their behaviour.



 Skinner furthered behaviourism with the S u d b a ou s
principle: “Organisms tend to repeat 
responses that lead to positive 
outcomes, and they tend not to 
repeat responses that lead to neutral 
or negative outcomes ”  (Weiten  p 10)or negative outcomes.”  (Weiten, p.10)

 Given that principle, Skinner went on to 
show that he could exert remarkable show that he could exert remarkable 
control over the behaviour of animals by 
manipulating the outcomes of their p g
responses.  This was done through 
conditioning.



 CONDITIONING (Weiten, p. 150-181)CO O G ( , p 50 8 )


 This is a form of learning.  Learning is a g g
durable change in behaviour or 
knowledge as a result of experience.

 Examples:
 you cringe at the sound of a dentist’s drill

 id   bi l you ride a bicycle
 a seal juggles a ball on its nose.


